Health Maintenance Promotion and Restoration - NR123

**Section:** NR123 003182S Online  
**Section Type:** Lecture  
**Credit Hours:** 9.00  

**Course Description:** Introduction and reinforcement of basic nursing concepts and theory required to function as a registered nurse and member of the interdisciplinary team. Focus on providing individualized care through careful application of the nursing process, supports the concept of patient-centered care for persons, families, and groups of all ages throughout the health continuum.  

**Course Notes:** Course is offered 1st semester of the program.  

**Section Notes:** Course is offered 1st semester of the program.  

**WHEN**  
Days: Arranged  
Times: Arranged  
Start Date: 01/02/2019  
End Date: 05/10/2019  

**WHERE**  
Online  

**INSTRUCTOR**  
KATHRYN GROTH  

**BOOKS**  
Title: SKYSCAPE SOFTWARE FOR NR PROGRAM  
Author: SKYSCAPE  
Required: Yes  
Title: NEEHR PERFECT/EHR GO- ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION  
Author: NEEHR PERFECT  
Required: Yes  
Title: CALCULATING DRUG DOSAGES: A PATIENT-SAFE  
Author: CASTILLO AND MCCULLO  
Required: Yes  
Title: NURSING NOW: TODAY'S ISSUES 7TH Edition  
Author: CATALANO  
Required: Yes  
Title: NURSING DIAGNOSIS HANDBOOK 11TH Edition  
Author: ACKLEY  
Required: Yes  
Title: MEDICAL-SURGICAL NURSING: ASSESS & MANAGE OF CLINICAL PROBLEMS 10TH Edition  
Author: LEWIS  
Required: Yes  
Title: ESSENTIALS OF PSYCHIATRIC MENTAL HEALTH 3RD Edition  
Author: VARICOLIS  
Required: Yes